
Money Market Bonds Stocks Risk 

100% money mkt Minimal

100% fixed income Low 

90% fixed 10% equity Conservative

51% fixed 49% equity Moderate

28% fixed 72% equity Highest

Print Name
/ /

Date
Participant:

Signature Social Sec #

Portland Police Association Benefit Trust 

Retiree Portfolio Selection Form

Select only one Portfolio for each account:*
“R” for retiree/sick leave account or 

“A” for active/payroll deduction account

Portfolios can be changed once immediately following retirement and thereafter only one time annually in November. Portfolio selection 

applies to 100% of your existing assets, unless you indicate below that you want your “retiree contribution account” (consisting of your sick 

leave) and your “active contribution account” (consisting of your payroll deductions) invested in different Portfolio selections.  This Selection 

Form is due to the Trust Office by December 14 of the current year or within 30 days of receipt for new retirees. (Please send to: Portland 

Police Association Benefit Trust Office, Chelsea Budd, c/o William C. Earhart Company, Inc., P.O. Box 4148, Portland, OR 97208)

If you do not return the Selection Form by the due date, your Employee Account will remain invested in the same investment Portfolios as 
for the prior plan year, and you will not have an opportunity to change that investment until the following November. Please refer to the 
accompanying Informational Bulletin for an explanation of the investment options and a description of the default investments. This is very 
important and useful information to help with your selection. If you are currently invested and wish to remain invested in the Growth & 
Income Fund or the Income-Oriented Fund, you may do so by simply not returning this Portfolio Selection Form. Those funds are now 
closed to new participants.

*Print letter in box next to your selection. You may select the same investment portfolio for all assets by marking only one box.

**None of the investments are covered by FDIC insurance.

***The Target Portfolios may experience fluctuations in investment returns and principal value.

No guarantee is made regarding future performance of these portfolios.

Current Allocations**

11/1/18

Money Market Portfolio

Bond Portfolio

Target 2020 Retirement Portfolio***

Target 2030 Retirement Portfolio***

Target 2040 Retirement Portfolio***
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Portland Police Association Benefit Trust 

Portfolio Selection
The PPA Benefit Trust program provides six investment Portfolio selections, allowing members to select a Portfolio that best suits their 

investment time horizon and personal risk tolerance. 

Money Market Portfolio:  

This Portfolio invests in very short maturity debt instruments, the majority being US government issues.  The Portfolio seeks to earn 

competitive money market interest rates while offering high credit quality and liquidity.  This selection would be appropriate for an individual 

drawing down an account in a short time frame or who does not wish to experience principal fluctuations. Please note that, with current 

market rates of return, the Money Market Portfolio may not earn sufficient returns to pay the administrative fee on your Employee Account.

Bond Portfolio:  

This Portfolio invests in several bond funds to earn competitive yields with a low level of price fluctuations (as compared to the Target 

Portfolios which contain stocks).  The Portfolio invests in high-grade, intermediate-maturity US issues, including Treasuries, corporate, and 

mortgage-backed bonds. Other bond sectors may be included for diversification and potential yield enhancement. This selection would be 

appropriate for an individual drawing down an account in a short time frame (within the next 3 years) or who is seeking a low level of 

principal fluctuations.

Target Portfolios:  

The remaining choices are “balanced” stock and bond combinations.  The longer the time to retirement, the higher the proportion of stocks.   

Thus, you will notice that the Target 2040 Retirement Portfolio has a larger stock allocation than the Target 2020 Retirement Portfolio, on the 

assumption that a person who retires in 2020 will want less volatility than someone who is not planning to retire until 2040. The investment 

manager will gradually increase the allocation to bonds in each Target Date Portfolio to lower the Portfolio risk over time.  So once you pick 

your target date, you may decide to leave your assets there until retirement.  

The rationale for inclusion of the stocks is to seek higher multi-year returns than those available in the Money Market or Bond Portfolios.  

While stocks offer the potential for higher returns, stocks are GENERALLY more volatile than bonds in their price movements.  The greater 

the stock proportion in a Portfolio, the greater the potential fluctuation in value due to market conditions.  There can be no guarantee that 

investing in stocks over a multi-year period will indeed generate higher returns than bonds or money market funds.

The bond investments within the Target Portfolios consist of income-producing bonds and money market assets.  Stocks will also be 

included in each Target Portfolio in varying percentages with greater amounts in portfolios with longer investment horizons, i.e., later target 

dates.  Thus, shorter investment horizon portfolios, i.e., those with earlier target dates,  will be less subject to market fluctuations than longer 

horizon ones.  

The stock and bond allocations within the Target Portfolios are managed similarly.  The key distinguishing feature is the percentage 

allocation to stocks.  The stocks investments are focused on large, established U.S. companies and, from time-to-time, may also include 

allocations to other stock sectors, such as smaller companies and non-U.S. companies. The bonds are focused on high-grade, intermediate-

maturity U.S. issues, including Treasuries, corporate, and mortgage-backed bonds. Other sectors may be included for diversification and 

potential yield enhancement. 


